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Abstract

3D city models have been widely used in various applications such as urban
planning, traffic control, disaster management etc. Efficient visualisation of 3D
city models in different levels of detail (LODs) is one of the pivotal technologies
to support these applications. In this thesis, a framework is proposed to
visualise the 3D city models online. Then, generalisation methods are studied
and tailored to create 3D city scenes in different scales dynamically. Multiple
representation structures are designed to preserve the generalisation results
on different level. Finally, the quality of the generalised 3D city models is
evaluated by measuring the visual similarity with the original models.

 
In the proposed online visualisation framework, City Geography Makeup

Language (CityGML) is used to represent city models, then 3D scenes in
Extensible 3D (X3D) are generated from the CityGML data and dynamically
updated to the user side for visualisation in the Web-based Graphics Library
(WebGL) supported browsers with X3D Document Object Model (X3DOM)
technique. The proposed framework can be implemented at the mainstream
browsers without specific plugins, but it can only support online 3D city
model visualisation in small area. For visualisation of large data volumes,
generalisation methods and multiple representation structures are required.

 
To reduce the 3D data volume, various generalisation methods are

investigated to increase the visualisation efficiency. On the city block level,
the aggregation and typification methods are improved to simplify the 3D city
models. On the street level, buildings are selected according to their visual
importance and the results are stored in the indexes for dynamic visualisation.
On the building level, a new LOD, shell model, is introduced. It is the exterior
shell of LOD3 model, in which the objects such as windows, doors and
smaller facilities are projected onto walls.  On the facade level, especially for
textured 3D buildings, image processing and analysis methods are employed to
compress the texture.

 
After the generalisation processes on different levels, multiple

representation data structures are required to store the generalised models for
dynamic visualisation. On the city block level the CityTree, a novel structure
to represent group of buildings, is tested for building aggregation. According
to the results, the generalised 3D city model creation time is reduced by more
than 50% by using the CityTree. Meanwhile, a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
is employed to detect the linear building group structures in the city models
and they are typified with different strategies. On the building level and the
street level, the visible building index is created along the road to support
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building selection. On facade level the TextureTree, a structure to represent
building facade texture, is created based on the texture segmentation.

 
Different generalisation strategies lead to different outcomes. It is critical

to evaluate the quality of the generalised models. Visually salient features of
the textured building models such as size, colour, height, etc. are employed to
calculate the visual difference between the original and the generalised models.
Visual similarity is the criterion in the street view level building selection. In
this thesis, the visual similarity is evaluated locally and globally. On the local
level, the projection area and the colour difference between the original and the
generalised models are considered. On the global level, the visual features of
the 3D city models are represented by Attributed Relation Graphs (ARG) and
their similarity distances are calculated with the Nested Earth Mover’s Distance
(NEMD) algorithm.

 
The overall contribution of this thesis is that 3D city models are generalised

in different scales (block, street, building and facade) and the results are
stored in multiple representation structures for efficient dynamic visualisation,
especially for online visualisation.
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